Remember these are just examples have fun and use your own ideas!
1. Cardboard Collagraph
a. Supplies: carboard you want thin like cereal boxes or snack boxes, glue, scissors, tin foil,
crayons, paper of any kind
b. Steps
i. Cut out shapes from cardboard – make sure to keep one-piece whole as your
background
ii. Glue shapes on to background cardboard – either make an image or fun shape
design, maybe try a pattern
iii. Once glue is dry cover with tin foil – wrap it like a present. If you need a little
tape feel free
iv. This is now your printing plate. We are going to do a crayon rubbing. Place
paper of similar size on top of printing plate and rubbing with a peeled crayon.
Once done students can always use other materials to color in more detail their
picture.

2. Bubble Printing
a. Supplies: a cup, water, straw, paper, hand or dish soap, paint OR food coloring and
covering for table this one can be messy
b. Steps
i. Fill the cup 1/4th of the way with water, 2 drops of soap and 5 drops of paint or
food color (may need to play around with ratio depending on cup size ect) STIR
ii. Place the straw in the cup and the paper over the cup.
iii. Have child start to blow into the straw until the bubbles hit the paper.
c. Ideas
i. Move the paper around to overlap the bubble prints
ii. Multiple cups with different colors
iii. After the papers dry have students draw into the pictures with any material you
have

3. Tin Foil Monoprint
a. Supplies: tin foil, paint, paper, paintbrushes OR cotton balls OR q-tips
b. Steps
i. Cut tin foil to the same size as your paper. This can be as big or as small as you
would like.
ii. Paint directly on the tin foil. With this it may be easiest to use cotton balls or qtips to get texture. You may have to work quickly as you do not want the paint
to dry.
iii. Place the paper on top of the tin foil and rub for 10 seconds. Make sure you get
all the corners!
iv. Peel off to reveal.

